
The double whammy of recent market falls and a pensions regulatory regime change could mean a 
massive increase in company contribution requirements for some pension schemes.  These increases are 
avoidable though – without compromising pension scheme member benefit security – through careful 
planning.  

The chart below shows the potential increase (for an example scheme) in contributions from market 
movements and potential regulatory regime change (left green bar to right green bar).  The grey bars 
quantify the saving from potential actions which result in contribution levels remaining largely 
unchanged.  

Further detail on the actions is provided overleaf.

Please note that the parameterisation of the new funding regime is still subject to a second consultation.  For a summary of the 
Regulator’s proposals and our response to the first consultation please refer to our website:
https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/consulting/articles/code-of-practice-on-funding.html

Are you aware that an increase in pension funding could be just around the corner? 
Advance planning is essential if a material increase in contributions is to be avoided.
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Finding out more

If you would like to quantify the impact of advance valuation planning for your scheme then we can 
arrange a short online pensions lab for you.  In the lab we will use our real time modelling software 
to demonstrate the impact of changes to your funding and investment strategy on cost, risk and 
member benefit security – all in an online environment.

If you would like to know more then please speak to your usual Deloitte consultant or contact one of 
our specialists below.

The Deloitte Pension Lab was completely 
tailored to our business and the specific of 
our pension scheme.  The team at 
Deloitte combined to provide a clear 
picture of how we can evolve our existing 
pensions strategy to fit with our corporate 
objectives.  We particularly enjoyed the 
insights into covenant, role of illiquid 
investments and potential for cash 
alternatives. 

Ryan Mahoney, Deputy CFO, Avon 
Rubber plc “

”

The above chart shows three areas where both costs and risks can be controlled:

Review the target investment strategy

We advocate a strategy focussed on assets which provide a contractual yield, providing certainty of 
return as long as default and illiquidity risks are managed. Combined with a funding basis that 
eliminates artificial mark to market credit spread volatility, a lower long-term funding target can be 
justified without reduction in member benefit security.

Harness the efficiencies of DB consolidation

The Deloitte Pensions Masterplan will offer material investment management fee savings. Ongoing 
consultancy fee savings and potentially reduction in liabilities during the transfer process.  It can also 
provide governance improvements and some flexibility over valuation dates which are not quantified 
above.

Consider contingent assets

According to tPR data, less than 20% of UK DB schemes have a contingent asset in place.  If 
structured in the right way, contingent assets can increase covenant visibility and allow longer 
recovery periods and a greater level of risk to be justified.
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